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Important Sarough Mir, 288 Cm X 392 Cm, Hand-knotted Wool In Iran Around 1980, In Perfect Condition

2 650 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Parfait état

Material : Wool

Length : 392 cm - 154"

Width : 288 cm - 113"

https://www.proantic.com/en/1226103-important-sarough-mir-

288-cm-x-392-cm-hand-knotted-wool-in-iran-around-1980-in-

perfect-.html

Dealer

Winstein
 Antique & semi-antique rugs, objects from the world,

paintings, furniture

Tel : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

Mobile : 00 33 (0)6 13 36 09 30

La Tour - Rue des Remparts

Revest-du-Bion 04 150

Description

Important and heavy Sarough Mir hand-knotted

in kork wool, from Iran, measuring 288 cm x 392

cm in length.

Carpet in perfect condition (impeccable) and

dating from the 1980s.

A very resistant piece, with beautiful colors,

mainly ivory, blue and a dominant deep red.

The entire red field decorated with tiny botehs

placed diagonally.

The Sarouk Mir is differentiated by this design of

botehs covering the field on a red, blue or ivory

background. Sometimes a large medallion breaks

up the space, the borders are wide, made up of

numerous more or less wide braids, thirteen for

this piece, with a clever and complicated design.

The shades are fresh and the thick and soft velvet

is in perfect condition.



The edges are impeccable as are the fringes.

The finish at both ends in fringes.

Kork wool is the softest and silkiest wool taken

from the first shearing of lambs, mainly under the

neck and belly.

This rug is a beautiful decorative and comfortable

piece, the decor is abundant and beautifully

designed and the Kork wool is of very high

quality.

The Sarough carpet, or Sarouk, the Ecbatana of

Antiquity, is knotted in a few villages near

Sarouk in the agricultural region of Arak.

European buying houses have had agencies there

since the mid-19th century.

Most of these rugs are nicknamed hamadan by

traders, particularly the runner rugs knotted in

this region.

These rugs have distinct identities, our model is

of the Sarouk Mir type knotted in the small town

of that name but marketed in Hamadan.

These rugs remain very popular in the United

States where decorators appreciate the heavy and

large luxurious wool pieces.

Dimensions: Width: 288 cm (113") x Length: 392

cm (154")

This rug has been professionally and

environmentally friendly cleaned.

FREE DELIVERY FOR FRANCE, the same

goes for all of our rugs, large or small!

FRANCE 0EUR / EUROPE 100EUR / WORLD

200EUR

For any requests for information, do not hesitate

to contact me on 06 13 36 09 30 or on

winsteinprovence@gmail.com

www.winsteinprovence.com

COME VISIT US!
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